Abstract. We present the first formalization of implementation strategies for first-class continuations. The formalization hinges on abstract machines for continuation-passing style (CPS) programs with a special treatment for the current continuation, accounting for the essence of first-class continuations. These abstract machines are proven equivalent to a standard, substitution-based abstract machine. The proof techniques work uniformly for various representations of continuations. As a byproduct, we also present a formal proof of the two folklore theorems that one continuation identifier is enough for second-class continuations and that second-class continuations are stackable. A large body of work exists on implementing continuations, but it is predominantly empirical and implementation-oriented. In contrast, our formalization abstracts the essence of first-class continuations and provides a uniform setting for specifying and formalizing their representation.
Introduction
Be it for coroutines, threads, mobile code, interactive computer games, or computer sessions, one often needs to suspend and to resume a computation. Suspending a computation amounts to saving away its state, and resuming a suspended computation amounts to restoring the saved state. Such saved copies may be ephemeral and restored at most once (e.g., coroutines, threads, and computer sessions that were 'saved to disk'), or they may need to be restored repeatedly (e.g., in a computer game). This functionality is reminiscent of continuations, which represent the rest of a computation [22] .
In this article, we consider how to implement first-class continuations. A wealth of empirical techniques exist to take a snapshot of control during the execution of a program (call/cc) and to restore this snapshot (throw): SML/NJ, for example, allocates continuations entirely in the heap, reducing call/cc and throw to a matter of swapping pointers [1] ; T and Scheme 48 allocate continuations on a stack, copying this stack in the heap and back to account for call/cc and throw [16, 17] ; 1 and PC Scheme, Chez Scheme, and Larceny allocate continuations on a segmented stack [2, 4, 15] . Clinger, Hartheimer, and Ost's recent article [4] provides a comprehensive overview of implementation strategies for first-class continuations and of their issues: ideally, first-class continuations should exert zero overhead for programs that do not use them.
Our goal and non-goal:
We formalize implementation strategies for first-class continuations. We do not formalize first-class continuations per se (cf., e.g., Felleisen's PhD thesis [12] or Duba, Harper, and MacQueen's formal account of call/cc in ML [10] ).
Our work: We consider abstract machines for continuation-passing style (CPS) programs, focusing on the implementation of continuations. As a stepping stone, we formalize the folklore theorem that one register is enough to implement second-class continuations. We then formalize the three implementation techniques for first-class continuations mentioned above: heap, stack, and segmented stack. The formalization and its proof techniques (structural induction on terms and on derivation trees) are uniform: besides clarifying what it means to implement continuations, be they second-class or first-class, our work provides a platform to state and prove the correctness of each implementation. Also, this platform is not restricted to CPS programs: through Flanagan et al.'s results [13] , it is applicable to direct-style programs if one represents control with a stack of evaluation contexts instead of a stack of functions.
Related Work
The four works most closely related to ours are Clinger, Hartheimer, and Ost's overview of implementation strategies for first-class continuations [4] ; Flanagan, Sabry, Duba, and Felleisen's account of compiling with continuations and more specifically, their two first abstract machines [13] ; Danvy and Lawall's syntactic characterization of second-class and first-class continuations in CPS programs [8] ; and Danvy, Dzafic, and Pfenning's work on the occurrence of continuation parameters in CPS programs [6, 9, 11 ].
Overview
Section 2 presents our source language: the λ-calculus in direct style and in CPS, the CPS transformation, and an abstract machine for CPS programs that will be our reference point here. This standard machine treats continuation identifiers on par with all the other identifiers. The rest of this article focuses on continuation identifiers and how to represent their bindings -i.e., on the essence of how to implement continuations. Section 3 addresses second-class continuations. In a CPS program with secondclass continuations, continuation identifiers are not only linear (in the sense of Linear Logic), but they also denote a stackable resource, and indeed it is folklore that second-class continuations can be implemented LIFO on a "control stack". We formalize this folklore by characterizing second-class continuations syntactically in a CPS program and by presenting an abstract machine where the bindings of continuation identifiers are represented with a stack. We show this stack machine to be equivalent to the standard one.
Section 4 addresses first-class continuations. In a CPS program with firstclass continuations, continuation identifiers do not denote a stackable resource in general. First-class continuations, however, are relatively rare, and thus over the years, "zero-overhead" implementations have been sought [4] : implementations that do support first-class continuations but only tax programs that use them. We consider the traditional strategy of stack-allocating all continuations by default, as if they were all second-class, and of copying this stack in case of first-class continuations. We formalize this empirical strategy with a new abstract machine, which we show to be equivalent to the standard one.
Section 5 outlines how to formalize alternative implementation strategies, such as segmenting the stack and recycling unshared continuations.
CPS Programs
We consider closed programs: direct-style (DS) λ-terms with literals. The BNF of DS programs is displayed in Figure 1 . Assuming a call-by-value evaluation strategy, the BNF of CPS programs is displayed in Figure 2 . CPS programs are prototypically obtained by CPS-transforming DS programs, as defined in Figure 3 [7, 20, 21] . Figure 4 displays our starting point: a standard abstract machine implementing β-reduction for CPS programs. This machine is a simplified version of another machine studied jointly with Belmina Dzafic and Frank Pfenning [6, 9, 11] . We use two judgments, indexed by the syntactic categories of CPS terms. The judgment CProg std p → a is satisfied whenever a CPS program p evaluates to an answer a. The auxiliary judgment
CExp std e → a is satisfied whenever a CPS expression e evaluates to an answer a. The machine starts and stops with the initial continuation k init , which is a distinguished fresh continuation identifier. Answers can be either the trivial expressions or λx.λk.e, or the error token.
For expository simplicity, our standard machine uses substitutions to implement variable bindings. Alternatively and equivalently, it could use an environment and represent functional values as closures [18] . And indeed Flanagan et al. present a similar standard abstract machine which uses an environment [13, Figure 4 ]. 
A Stack Machine for CPS Programs with Second-Class Continuations
As a stepping stone, this section formalizes the folklore theorem that in the absence of first-class continuations, one continuation identifier is enough, i.e., in Figure 2 , IdeC can be defined as a singleton set. To this end, we prove that in the output of the CPS transformation, only one continuation identifier is indeed enough. We also prove that this property is closed under arbitrary β-reduction. We then rephrase the BNF of CPS programs with IdeC as a singleton set (Section 3.1). In the new BNF, only CPS programs with second-class continuations can be expressed. We present a stack machine for these CPS programs and we prove it equivalent to the standard machine of Figure 4 (Section 3.2). Flanagan et al. present a similar abstract machine [13, Figure 5 ], but without relating it formally to their standard abstract machine.
One Continuation Identifier is Enough
Each expression in a DS program occurs in one evaluation context. Correspondingly, each expression in a CPS program has one continuation. We formalize this observation in terms of continuation identifiers with the judgment defined in Figure 5 , where FC(t) yields the set of continuation identifiers occurring free in t.
Definition 1 (Second-class position, second-class continuations). In a continuation abstraction λk.e, we say that k occurs in second-class position and denotes a second-class continuation whenever the judgment k |=
CExp 2cc e is satisfied.
Below, we prove that actually, in the output of the CPS transformation, all continuation identifiers denote second-class continuations. In Figure 6 , we thus generalize our judgment to a whole CPS program. e. Furthermore, 2Cont-validity is closed under β-reduction, which means that it is preserved by regular evaluation as well as by the arbitrary simplifications of a CPS compiler [21] . The corresponding formal statement and its proof are straightforward and omitted here: we rely on them in the proof of Theorem 1. Therefore each use of each continuation identifier k is uniquely determined, capturing the fact that in the BNF of 2Cont-valid CPS programs, one continuation identifier is enough. To emphasize this fact, let us specialize the BNF of Figure 2 by defining IdeC as the singleton set { }, yielding the BNF of 2CPS programs displayed in Figure 7 .
Definition 2 (2Cont-validity). We say that a CPS program p is 2Cont-valid whenever the judgment |=

Lemma 1 (The CPS transformation yields 2Cont-valid programs).
For any
p ∈ 2CProg -2CPS programs p ::= λ .e e ∈ 2CExp -2CPS (serious) expressions e ::= t0 t1 c | c t t ∈ 2CTriv -2CPS trivial expressions
-literals x ∈ Ide -source identifiers ∈ Token -single continuation identifier v ∈ IdeV -fresh parameters of continuations a ∈ 2Answer -2CPS answers a ::= | λx.λ .e | error CProg strip = p . These two translations are generalized in Section 4 and thus we omit their definition here.
A Stack Machine for 2CPS Programs
Figure 8 displays a stack-based abstract machine for 2CPS programs. We obtained it from the standard machine of Section 2, page 91, by implementing the bindings of continuation identifiers with a global "control stack" ϕ. p → a is satisfied whenever a CPS program p ∈ 2CProg evaluates to an answer a ∈ 2Answer. The auxiliary judgment
e → a is satisfied whenever an expression e ∈ 2CExp evaluates to an answer a, given a control stack ϕ ∈ 2CStack. We prove the equivalence between the stack machine and the standard machine by showing that the computations for each abstract machine (represented by derivations) are in bijective correspondence. To this end, we define a "controlstack substitution" over the state of the stack machine (i.e., expression under evaluation and current control stack) to obtain the state of the standard machine (i.e., expression under evaluation). We define control-stack substitution inductively over 2CPS expressions and continuations.
Definition 3 (Control-stack substitution for 2CPS programs). Given a stack ϕ of 2Cont continuations, the stack substitution of any e ∈ 2CExp (resp. c ∈ 2Cont), noted e{ϕ} 2 (resp. c{ϕ} 2 ), yields a CExp expression (resp. a Cont continuation) and is defined as follows.
Stack substitution is our key tool for mapping a state of the stack machine into a state of the standard machine. It yields CExp expressions and Cont continuations that have one free continuation identifier: k init .
Lemma 2 (2Cont-validity of stack-substituted expressions and continuations). Figure 8 and the standard machine are equivalent: Proof. The theorem follows in each direction by an induction over the structure of the derivations, using Lemma 3. Let us show the case of tail calls in one direction. 
For any
e ∈ 2CExp and for any stack of 2Cont continuations ϕ,
Theorem 1 (Simulation). The stack machine of
For any 2Cont-valid CPS program p,
Case E = E 1 ϕ 2CExp 2cc e[t/x] → [[a]]
Summary and Conclusion
As a stepping stone towards Section 4, we have formalized and proven two folklore theorems: (1) for CPS programs with second-class continuations, one identifier is enough; and (2) the bindings of continuation identifiers can be implemented with a stack for CPS programs with second-class continuations. To this end, we have considered a simplified abstract machine and taken the same conceptual steps as in our earlier joint work with Dzafic and Pfenning [6, 9, 11] . This earlier work is formalized in Elf, whereas the present work is not (yet). The rest of this article reports an independent foray. In the next section, we adapt the stack machine to CPS programs with first-class continuations, thereby formalizing an empirical implementation strategy for first-class continuations.
A Stack Machine for CPS Programs with First-Class Continuations
First-class continuations occur because of call/cc. The call-by-value CPS transformation of call/cc reads as follows.
[ In that term, k is declared but not used -c is used instead and denotes a first-class continuation.
[call/cc e]]
Such CPS programs do not satisfy the judgments of Figures 5 and 6 . And indeed, Danvy and Lawall observed that in a CPS program, first-class continuations can be detected through continuation identifiers occurring "out of turn", so to speak [8] .
Because it makes no assumptions on the binding discipline of continuation identifiers, the standard machine of Section 2, page 91, properly handles CPS programs with first-class continuations. First-class continuations, however, disqualify the stack machine of Section 3, page 94.
The goal of this section is to develop a stack machine for CPS programs with first-class continuations. To this end, we formalize what it means for a continuation identifier to occur in first-class position. We also prove that arbitrary β-reduction never promotes a continuation identifier occurring in second-class position into one occurring in first-class position. We then rephrase the BNF of CPS programs to single out continuation identifiers occurring in first-class position and their declaration. And similarly to Section 3, we tag with " " all the declarations of continuation identifiers occurring in second-class position or not occurring at all, and all second-class positions of continuation identifiers (Section 4.1). We then present a stack machine for these 1CPS programs that copies the stack when first-class continuation abstractions are invoked. We prove it equivalent to the standard machine of Figure 4 (Section 4.2).
One Continuation Identifier is Not Enough
Following Danvy and Lawall [8] , we now say that a continuation identifier occurs in first-class position whenever it occurs elsewhere than in second-class position, which is syntactically easy to detect. We formalize first-class occurrences with the judgment displayed in Figure 9 . e is satisfied.
In Section 3, we stated that 2Cont-validity is closed under β-reduction. Similarly here, β-reduction may demote a first-class continuation identifier into a second-class one, but it can never promote a second-class continuation identifier into a first-class one. The corresponding formal statement and its proof are straightforward and omitted here: we rely on them in the proof of Theorem 2.
For example, in λk.(λx.λk .k x) k k occurs in first-class position. However, β-reducing this term yields
λk.k
where k occurs in second-class position.
In Section 3, we capitalized on the fact that each second-class position was uniquely determined. Here, we still capitalize on this fact by only singling out continuation identifiers in first-class position. e, we tag the declaration of k with λ 1 and we keep the name k. Otherwise, we replace it with . Elimination: When a continuation identifier occurs, if it is the latest one declared, we replace it with ; otherwise, we keep its name.
The resulting BNF for 1CPS programs is displayed in Figure 10 . The back and forth translation functions are displayed in Figures 11 and 12 . They generalize their counterpart in Section 3. 
Lemma 4 (Inverseness of stripping and naming). ∀p ∈ CProg, [[[[p]]
A Stack Machine for CPS Programs with First-Class
Continuations We handle first-class continuations by extending the formalization of Section 3 with a new syntactic form:
The new form swap ϕ makes it possible to represent a copy of the control stack ϕ. It requires us to extend control-stack substitution as follows.
Definition 5 (Control-stack substitution for 1CPS programs).
Given a stack ϕ of 1Cont continuations, The stack substitution of any e ∈ 1CExp (resp. c ∈ 1Cont), noted e{ϕ} 1 (resp. c{ϕ} 1 ), yields a CExp expression (resp. a Cont continuation) and is defined as follows. Figure 13 displays a stack-based abstract machine for 1CPS programs. This machine is a version of the stack machine of Section 3 where the substitution for continuation identifiers occurring in second-class position or not occurring at all is implemented with a global control stack (as in Figure 8 ), and where the substitution for continuation identifiers occurring in first-class position is implemented by copying the stack into a swap form (which is new).
Calls: When a function declaring a second-class continuation is applied, its continuation is pushed on ϕ. When a function declaring a first-class continuation is applied, its continuation is also pushed on ϕ and the resulting new stack is copied into a swap form. Returns: When a continuation is needed, it is popped from ϕ. If ϕ is empty, the intermediate result sent to the continuation is the final answer. When a swap form is encountered, its copy of ϕ is restored.
More formally, the judgment
p → a is satisfied whenever a CPS program p ∈ 1CProg evaluates to an answer a ∈ 1Answer. The auxiliary judgment
e → a is satisfied whenever an expression e ∈ 1CExp evaluates to an answer a, given a control stack ϕ ∈ 1CStack. The machine starts and stops with an empty control stack.
We prove the equivalence between the stack machine and the standard machine as in Section 3.2. Figure 13 and Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 1. 2
Theorem 2 (Simulation). The stack machine of
Summary and Conclusion
We have formalized and proven correct a stack machine for CPS programs with first-class continuations. This machine is idealized in that, e.g., it has no provision for stack overflow. Nevertheless, it embodies the most classical implementation strategy for first-class continuations: the stack is copied at call/cc time, i.e., in the CPS world, when a first-class continuation identifier is declared; and conversely, the stack is restored at throw time, i.e., in the CPS world, when a first-class continuation identifier is invoked. This design keeps second-class continuations costless -in fact it is a zero-overhead strategy in the sense of Clinger, Hartheimer, and Ost [4, Section 3.1]: only programs using first-class continuations pay for them. Furthermore, and as in Section 3, our representation of ϕ embodies its LIFO nature without committing to an actual representation. This representation can be retentive (in which case ϕ is implemented as a pointer into the heap) or destructive (in which case ϕ is implemented as, e.g., a rewriteable array) [3] . In both cases, swap ϕ is implemented as copying ϕ. Copying the pointer yields captured continuations to be shared and copying the array yields multiple representations of captured continuations.
A Segmented Stack Machine for First-Class Continuations
Coroutines and threads are easily simulated using call/cc, but these simulations are allergic to representing control as a rewriteable array. Indeed for every switch this array is copied in the heap, yielding multiple copies to coexist without sharing, even though these copies are mostly identical. Against this backdrop, implementations such as PC Scheme [2] segment the stack, using the top segment as a stack cache: if this cache overflows, it is flushed to the heap and the computation starts afresh with an empty cache; and if it underflows, the last flushed cache is restored. Flushed caches are linked LIFO in the heap.
3 A segmented stack accomodates call/cc and throw very simply: at call/cc time, the cache is flushed to the heap and a pointer to it is retained; and at throw time, the flushed cache that is pointed to is restored. As for the bulk of the continuations, it is not copied but shared between captured continuations.
It is simple to expand the stack machine of Section 4 into a segmented stack machine. One simply needs to define the judgment Φ ; ϕ
CExp 1cc
e → a where ϕ, e, and a are in Section 4 and Φ denotes a LIFO list of ϕ's. (One also needs an overflow predicate for ϕ.)
Thus equipped, it is also simple to expand the stack substitution of Section 4, and to state and prove a simulation theorem similar to Theorem 2, thereby formalizing what Clinger, Hartheimer, and Ost name the "chunked-stack strategy" [4] . Another moderate effort makes it possible to formalize the author's incremental garbage collection of unshared continuations by one-bit reference counting [5] . One is also in position to formalize "one-shot continuations" [14] .
